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ABOUT EMTEC ®

FIRM PROFILE

Emtec is the right size provider
of technology-empowered
business solutions for world-class
organizations. Our local offices,
highly-skilled associates, and
global delivery capabilities ensure
the accessibility and scale to
align your technology solutions
with your business needs. Our
collective focus is to continue to
build clients for life: long-term
enterprise relationships that
deliver rapid, meaningful, and
lasting business value.

A chain of luxury department stores with locations throughout the
United States that carries numerous high end clothing brands.

INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES
Emtec delivers comprehensive
lifecycle Infrastructure Services
– from requirements analysis,
selection, planning, design,
procurement and deployment,
and technical support, to ongoing
service management and
outsourced managed services.
From the desktop to the data
center, our services include not
only the procurement of hardware,
but providing you with the tools
and ability to efficiently provide
support, security and effective use
of internet computing assets.

THE BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Faced with networking issues arising from

an older version of Active Directory — the

rapid expansion, the client was in search of a

network directory services feature in Exchange

technology partner to design a network that

that allows administrators to centrally manage

would be stable, available and scalable to meet

users, clients, servers and other network

future growth plans. After sizing up several

components. This mixture was causing

solutions providers, the company found a

incompatibility issues.

perfect fit in Emtec, Inc.

E-mail was problematic because it was not

Although the retailer has a reputation as

reliable and not stable. That was a huge issue

a style mecca for an A-list clientele of the

because in the retail industry, e-mail isn’t

wealthy, famous and fashionable, what the

just a resource — it is a critical application.

“fashionistas” couldn’t see behind the scenes

Numerous business transactions take place

was a data network and communications

using email, including global purchases from

infrastructure that had become increasingly

manufacturers in Europe and Asia.

shabby. The company’s infrastructure
comprised five separate network domains
running on antiquated gear. There was
no central administration, domain access
was spotty due to DNS issues and backup
procedures were fragmented.

In a customer service business like this, uptime
is everything. E-mail and network connectivity
are their lifeblood, so our team had to make
sure there was no downtime during the
upgrade and no impact to the customer.
With stores in different time zones, they’re

The retailer’s biggest challenge was that they

essentially open around the clock, so the

didn’t have a true working DNS environment to

window of opportunity we had to work within

allow all computers on a network to find and

was tight.

authenticate each other. This made it difficult
to reach resources located in the different
domains, which sometimes affected the
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The clients’s IT staff was supporting more
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servers had to be rebooted every 10 days to
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customer’s ability to conduct normal business
activities.

than 60 physical servers, and their Exchange
ensure against any major outages caused by
server crashes.
Perhaps most critical was the company’s
e-mail platform. There were two e-mail servers,
one running Microsoft Exchange 2003 and
the other Exchange 2000. Both were running

THE SOLUTION
To ensure there would be no downtime during
the project, Emtec set up a “proof of concept”
lab so that all elements of the total solution
could be fully tested before being implemented
in the production environment. The first step
was to stabilize and upgrade the e-mail
environment on a virtual server using VMware
for high availability and automatic failover.
The team upgraded the client to Exchange
2007. However, there is a migration path that
needed to be followed. First the migration
from Exchange 2000 to Exchange 2003 had
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The design, the plan

to be completed, and then upgraded to Active

and the migration

that platform, they could do the migration to

The new hardware included Dell servers with

approach Emtec put

Exchange 2007.

redundant domain controllers, VMware ESX

together — at a very

With that upgrade in place, the next step

as development and testing, and two Citrix

competitive price point

was to consolidate the separate network

servers.

domains through the implementation of domain

TECHNOLOGY & HARDWARE

Directory 2003. Once they were solidified on

servers for mission-critical applications as well

— made a lot of sense

controllers, which are the centerpieces of

In addition, Emtec stabilized the backup
environment by installing an iSCSI SAN to

to us. Emtec obviously

Active Directory. They store user account
information, authenticate users and enforce

handle all the e-mail storage requirements,

did their due diligence

security policies for a Windows domain. Once

along with two IBM tape libraries. Symantec

the domain consolidation occurred, Emtec

Backup Exec 12 software enables a tiered

on our existing state of

started configuring new hardware to replace

backup environment by delivering disk-to-disk-

and consolidate the retailer’s existing servers.

to-tape backup and fast, efficient recovery.

affairs.

IT Director
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RESULTS
Consolidating the customer’s exchange servers from nine to five virtual systems and adding six
new virtual enterprise application servers within a single domain provides dramatically improved
manageability and better failover capabilities while also delivering other benefits that are
becoming increasingly critical.
For instance, the new infrastructure has greatly improved the customer’s ability to respond to
regulatory audit requirements for Sarbanes-Oxley and the Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard by making it much easier to set global parameters with a single domain. The customer
also gets some “green IT” benefits by using virtual servers to consolidate and retire the older
systems that had higher power, cooling and real estate requirements. This delivers cost savings
in addition to reducing the IT environmental footprint.
With the customer poised to continue its domestic growth and possibly expand internationally
at some point, Emtec has helped create a network that will grow with the company. That is
of critical importance, because while fashion trends can change with the seasons, a robust
technology infrastructure that ensures the delivery of essential services will never go out of style.
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